To gain information from complex auditory scenes, it is necessary to determine which of the many loudness, pitch, and timbre changes originate from a single source. Grouping sound into sources based on spatial information is complicated by reverberant energy bouncing off multiple surfaces and reaching the ears from directions other than the source's location. The ability to localize sounds despite these echoes has been explored with the precedence effect: Identical sounds presented from two locations with a short stimulus onset asynchrony (e.g., 1-5 ms) are perceived as a single source with a location dominated by the lead sound. Importantly, echo thresholds, the shortest onset asynchrony at which a listener reports hearing the lag sound as a separate source about half of the time, can be manipulated by presenting sound pairs in contexts. Event-related brain potentials elicited by physically identical sounds in contexts that resulted in listeners reporting either one or two sources were compared. Sound pairs perceived as two sources elicited a larger anterior negativity 100-250 ms after onset, previously termed the object-related negativity, and a larger posterior positivity 250-500 ms. These results indicate that the models of room acoustics listeners form based on recent experience with the spatiotemporal properties of sound modulate perceptual as well as later higherlevel processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many typical listening environments the majority of sound reaching the two ears is reflected energy, approaching from directions other than that of the original source. The ability to localize sounds in such complex settings is aided by a phenomenon known as the precedence effect, through which the direct and reverberant energy are gathered into a single object percept near the position of the sound source (for review, see Blauert, 1997) . Although obviously critical for successful listening in almost every natural environment, a complete understanding of the peripheral and central processes that contribute to the precedence effect remains elusive. Many researchers have employed simple sound pairs, a lead sound presented at one location and a single simulated reflection presented later at a different location, to achieve the stimulus control required to approach such an understanding (e.g., Wallach et al., 1949; Gardner, 1968; Zurek, 1980) . These studies have shown that there are both lower and upper temporal limits to the precedence effect. On the low end, when reflection delays are less than 1 ms, localization of the unified object depends strongly on both the lead and lag sounds. At the upper end, delays are reached at which the object begins to break apart and an "echo" is heard at the location of the lag sound. This upper limit, called echo threshold, varies in length from just a few milliseconds to around 50 ms depending on the individual listener and type of stimulus (Saberi and Perrott, 1990; Fitzpatrick et al., 1999; Litovsky et al., 1999) .
Even for a specific stimulus and individual, echo threshold is not a fixed value. It is malleable and depends on what sounds the listener is exposed to in the moments just before the test stimulus that requires a judgment (Clifton, 1987; Freyman et al., 1991; Blauert and Col, 1992; Clifton et al., 1994; Grantham, 1996; Yost and Guzman, 1996) . Specifically, echo threshold can be built up through repeated presentation of identical lead-lag pairs, and the built-up threshold can be broken down through repeated presentation of aberrant lead-lag configurations. Buildup of the precedence effect is defined as the increase in echo threshold after repeated presentations, compared to echo threshold for an isolated sound pair. It has been suggested that the effects of recent context on echo threshold reflect listeners forming a model of auditory space through repeated presentation of identical lead-lag configurations and discarding that model quickly when exposed to sounds that disconfirm it (Clifton et al., 2002; Freyman and Keen, 2006; Keen and Freyman, 2009) .
The purpose of the present study was to gain further insight into the nature of the buildup of echo threshold by measuring neurophysiological responses. There are several advantages to augmenting psychophysical measurements of the buildup of echo threshold with physiological ones. First, objective evidence that repeated presentation of an identical lead-lag pair changes a perceptual threshold would provide important confirmation of the conclusions drawn from more subjective measurements. Second, physiological measurements could provide information about the levels of cortical processing that are involved in the buildup phenomenon. Specifically, effects of recent auditory experience on evoked potentials in the first 250 ms after sound onset can be interpreted as modulation of perception, whereas differences in later portions of the waveforms more likely reflect higherlevel processing. Finally, although attention was not manipulated in the current study, neurophysiological measures would ultimately make it possible to answer questions that cannot be addressed with behavioral responses alone, including whether attention is necessary for the buildup of echo threshold to occur.
Several previous studies have addressed the physiological underpinnings of the precedence effect in humans. An initial study that involved recording auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and event-related potentials (ERPs) showed that the earliest potential affected by the presence of a preceding sound peaked around 40 ms after onset in the middle latency range (Liebenthal and Pratt, 1999) . This positive peak (Pa) was reduced in amplitude when a sound was presented as a simulated reflection rather than in isolation. A second study reported psychophysical, ABR, and ERP measurements and concluded that the earliest evidence of the precedence effect in the ERP waveforms was the mismatch negativity (MMN) which peaked around 150 ms after the onset of the lag sound (Damaschke et al., 2005) . However, neither of these studies recorded participant responses during or under precisely the same conditions as electrophysiological measurements. Since the relationship between stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (i.e., the delay between the onsets of the lead and lag sounds) and a listener reporting hearing the lag sound as a separate source varies widely among individuals and, as reviewed above, depends on the immediately preceding auditory context, it is difficult to make direct connections between perception and the underlying neurosensory processing without recording behavioral and electrophysiological responses on the same trials.
By measuring behavior and ERPs on the same trials from the same participants, Sanders et al. (2008) showed that physically identical click pairs presented near the individual's echo threshold elicited a larger negativity 100-250 ms over anterior and medial regions on trials when listeners reported hearing compared to not hearing the lag sound as a separate source. Unlike previous precedence effect studies, this negativity was unrelated to the frequency with which participants reported hearing an echo and so could not be interpreted as an MMN. Instead, the difference in ERPs when listeners heard two compared to one sound source was interpreted as an object-related negativity (ORN), an effect that has primarily been explored in the domain of pitch perception. Specifically, mistuning a single frequency in a harmonic complex to the extent that listeners report hearing two simultaneously presented distinct pitches (one based on the fundamental frequency of the complex and one on the frequency of the mistuned harmonic), elicited a larger negativity 100-250 ms over anterior and medial regions (Alain et al., 2001; Dyson et al., 2005) . The ORN has also been reported in studies that induced two-sound perception through the use of dichotic pitch stimuli (Johnson et al., 2003; Hautus and Johnson, 2005; Chait et al., 2006) . Further, when the amount of harmonic mistuning was not enough to result in perception of two distinct pitches, presenting the mistuned harmonic from a different location elicited the ORN (McDonald and Alain, 2005) . The link between the ORN and reported perception of two compared to one sound source in the precedence effect (Sanders et al., 2008) provides a tool for indexing the buildup of echo threshold. Specifically, when a test lead-lag sound pair follows a repeated train of identical sounds with the same SOA and locations (i.e., a buildup train), fewer echoes should be reported and the ORN should be reduced in amplitude.
However, there are methodological hurdles that must be overcome to use the ORN to investigate buildup of echo threshold. If ERPs elicited by test clicks on trials that do and do not include a buildup train are compared directly, echo perception will be confounded with recovery cycle effects. Sounds recently preceded by other similar sounds elicit smaller amplitude auditory evoked potentials (Bess and Ruhm, 1972; Erwin and Buchwald, 1986; Budd et al., 1998; Coch et al., 2005) such that buildup trains would result in both fewer trials on which listeners report hearing the lag sound as a separate source and more refractory ERPs. One solution to this problem is to include a train of clicks on every trial. When the lead-lag configurations of the train and test clicks match, echo threshold will be built up; a switch in the lead and lag locations between the train and the test sounds effectively negates the buildup (Clifton and Freyman, 1989; Clifton et al., 1994; Yost and Guzman, 1996; Litovsky et al., 1999) . Unfortunately, the lead-lag location reversal would be expected to elicit an MMN as a result of the sudden change in the stimulus (Sams et al., 1984; Paavilainen et al., 1989; Pekkonen et al., 1995; Picton et al., 2000; Näätänen et al., 2004) . The differences in ERPs could be attributed either to the number of perceived sound sources or to the new location of the lead sound.
To study the buildup of the precedence effect with physiological measures, it is important to measure behavioral and electrophysiological responses in the same participants on the same trials, and to avoid confounds with both the recovery cycle and the MMN. Two earlier studies that addressed the topic met some, but not all, of these conditions (Dimitrijevic and Stapells, 2006; Spierer et al., 2009) . Unambiguous interpretation of ERP results requires that both the test sounds and the immediately preceding sounds be identical on trials when the listener does and does not report hearing the lag sound as a separate source. But how can the number of sound sources listeners perceive be manipulated for physically identical trains and test stimuli? One solution is to exploit the fact that echo threshold can actually be lowered below that for isolated lead-lag pairs by presenting sounds from only one side (single-source) prior to the test pair (Freyman et al., 1991; Keen and Freyman, 2009) . In buildup trains, each repetition raises echo threshold by a small amount until it reaches asymptote after about nine presentations (Freyman et al., 1991) . If echo threshold is first lowered by presenting single-source sounds, a subsequent buildup train may not raise echo threshold to the same level as that buildup train alone. To give a specific example, an individual might have an echo threshold of 8 ms for isolated click pairs, which increases to 12 ms when that pair is preceded by a buildup train, and which decreases to 5 ms when that pair is immediately preceded by single-source clicks. If those two trains are combined for the same individual, echo threshold might first be lowered to 5 ms such that the 4-ms increase induced by the buildup train results in a final echo threshold of only 9 ms. This manipulation might result in listeners reporting a single sound source for a particular leadlag onset asynchrony after a buildup train, but reporting two sources when the buildup to this critical test pair has been preceded by a single-source train. Data reported by Keen and Freyman (2009) are consistent with this possibility. When a train of single-source clicks from the lead loudspeaker preceded a train of lead-lag clicks, echo thresholds increased during the buildup phase but did not rise above the threshold measured with the test clicks presented in isolation. This phenomenon, referred to as "depressed buildup" in the current paper, could provide a crucial control condition for buildup trials. ERPs elicited by test sounds following buildup and depressed buildup contexts would be equally refractory and there would be no mismatch response in either condition since the test sounds are identical to the lead-lag pairs that precede them.
The present study was designed to investigate the physiology of echo threshold buildup by verifying and then exploiting depressed buildup as a new comparison condition. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded while participants listened to click pairs with a range of SOAs and indicated whether they heard the lag sound as a separate source or not. The click pairs were presented in three contexts designed to manipulate echo threshold, as depicted in Fig. 1 : In isolation, following a train of seven identical pairs that typically result in the buildup of echo threshold, and following a train of five single-source clicks that typically depresses echo threshold and then the buildup train. To the extent that the depressed buildup condition yields lower echo thresholds than the buildup condition, the effects of recent auditory context on auditory perception can be isolated by comparing ERPs elicited by physically identical stimuli when listeners report hearing a single sound source on buildup trials and hearing two sound sources on depressed buildup trials. This comparison is expected to yield both an ORN and a later posterior positivity reflecting the effects of recent auditory experience on both perceptual and higher-level processing.
II. METHOD A. Participants
Eighteen adults (four females, aged 20-30 yr) provided the data included in the analysis. Data from four participants were excluded because of excessive noise in the EEG (excessive blinking and/or low frequency drift likely caused by skin potentials). An additional six adults completed a screening task but did not participate in the experiment since their pattern of behavioral responses made it difficult to determine the SOAs that should be employed for test trials. All participants reported being right-handed, having no neurological problems, and not taking psychoactive medication within a year of the study. Further, all were found to have normal hearing thresholds (< 20 dB HL) at 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz. Participants provided informed consent and were compensated for their time at a rate of $10/h.
B. Procedure
Stimuli were 181-ls positive rectangular pulses of four sample points (at 22.05 kHz sampling rate) that listeners typically describe as clicks. Click pairs were constructed by pasting the lead click into the right channel and, 1-14 ms later (in 1-ms steps), an identical lag click into the left channel of a stereo WAV file. All sounds were presented over M-Audio StudioPro3 loudspeakers (Irwindale, CA) with EPRIME software running on a PC with a Creative Audigy 2 ZS sound card (Singapore). Each loudspeaker was located 1.4 m from the participants and 55 from midline. Sound level over the two loudspeakers was equated immediately before each participant's arrival by measuring the output level of click trains (ten clicks per second) presented from a single loudspeaker and adjusting the channel-specific volume on the PC to produce a reading of 70 dBA. Sounds were presented in a 2.5 m Â 3.5 m acoustically shielded and sound-deadened room.
Participants were first introduced to their task by listening to isolated click pairs assumed to be well below (SOA ¼ 1 ms) and well above (SOA ¼ 25 ms) echo threshold so they could experience what it was like to hear and to not hear the lag sound as a separate source. They were then asked to complete a screening task in which click pairs with seven SOAs (in 2-ms steps) were presented as single pairs (140 trials with the first 35 excluded as practice) and following the buildup context. On the 28 buildup trials, test clicks were preceded by a train of seven identical pairs presented at a rate of 4/s and 1.5 s of silence. Responses on this screening were used to select listeners who seemed to have a higher FIG. 1. Depiction of the three contexts in which test click pairs were presented. All trials began with the onset of a fixation point. Test pairs were a click from the right speaker followed 1-14 ms later by an identical click from the left speaker. All trials included 1500 ms of silence before the test pair and 600 ms after the test pair before participants were prompted to indicate whether they had heard one sound or two. Click pairs in the buildup and depressed buildup trains were delivered at a rate of 4/s. echo threshold in the buildup compared to the single pair condition and to determine the six SOAs (in 1-ms steps) for each participant that were most likely to encompass echo thresholds in the three conditions for the test trials. Specifically, test SOAs were selected such that the shortest delay fell 1 ms below the estimated echo threshold for single pairs in the screening task.
On test trials, as with screening trials, participants were told in separate blocks that they would hear either one test click or a series of sounds followed by a pause (1.5 s) and one test click. They were told that their task was to make a judgment for the test click only. Additionally, they were informed that the test click would always include a sound presented from the right loudspeaker. The task on each trial was to report if they also heard a sound from the left side by pressing one of two buttons on a response box. The lead sound was always presented on the right side to reduce the number of trials and length of the data collection sessions while retaining enough power to detect consistent, small amplitude ERP effects. Trials were presented in four single pair blocks of 96 trials each (16 at each of six SOAs in random order), as well as eight buildup blocks and eight depressed buildup blocks of 48 trials each (eight at each of six SOAs in random order). On single pair trials (see Fig. 1 ), a fixation point appeared on the screen indicating participants were to look straight ahead and avoid blinking and other motion. The test click pair with one of six SOAs selected on the basis of the screening task was presented 1.5 s later. The fixation point remained on the screen for another 600 ms and was followed by a prompt to respond. Participants controlled when the next trial in the same block began by pressing a button following another prompt. On buildup trials, the fixation point appeared on the screen at the onset of a series of seven click pairs with the same SOA presented at a rate of 4/s and followed by 1.5 s of silence. The test pair with the same SOA employed in the buildup context was then presented and the fixation point remained on the screen for another 600 ms. On depressed buildup trials, the fixation point appeared at the onset of a series of five single-source clicks from the right loudspeaker only and then the seven click pairs of the same SOA. Again, a test pair was presented after 1.5 s of silence and the fixation point remained on the screen for an additional 600 ms. With this design, all trial types were physically identical from 1.5 s before the test click pair through the participant's response; the buildup and depressed buildup trials were physically identical beginning 3.25 s before the test click pair.
C. EEG recording and analysis
EEG was recorded continuously throughout all of the test trials (250 Hz sampling rate, 0.01-100 Hz bandpass) from 128 electrodes (EGI, Eugene, OR). Scalp impedances at all electrode sites were maintained under 50 kXs which has been shown to be sufficient to reduce electrical noise from sources other than the brain with high input-impedance bio-amplifiers (Ferree et al., 2001) . An SOA at which a participant reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source on most single pair and depressed buildup trials, and failing to hear the lag sound as a separate source on most buildup trials, was selected as the between-thresholds SOA for that individual. Segments of EEG beginning 100 ms before and continuing 500 ms after the onset of test click pairs with the between-thresholds SOA were isolated for three conditions: Single pair when the listener reported hearing the lag sound, depressed buildup when the listener reported hearing the lag sound, and buildup when the listener reported not hearing the lag sound. A different SOA for which an individual reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source on about half of depressed buildup trials (40%-60%) was also identified. Trials with artifacts from muscle tension defined by large amplitude deflections near 40 Hz at electrodes near the face and ears, blinks or eye-movements recognized by largeamplitude low-frequency changes in the EEG of opposite polarity around the eyes, or motion marked by large shifts in the EEG at many or all electrodes across the scalp were excluded from analysis. EEG from remaining trials was averaged together by condition. The 100 ms before test pair onset was used as a baseline and ERPs were re-referenced to the averaged mastoid recording.
Peak latency and average amplitude measurements were taken on the waveforms in the following time windows after lead sound onset: 30-80 ms (P1), 80-130 ms (N1), and 170-220 ms (P2). Additional average amplitude measurements were made at 100-250 ms and 250-500 ms. Measurements were made on data collected at 81 of the 128 electrode sites across the scalp such that electrode position could be included as multiple factors in statistical analyses. Specifically, measurements from nine electrodes were grouped together in a 3 (anterior, central, posterior or ACP) Â 3 (left, medial, right or LMR) grid and electrode position within those groups of nine was ignored. Data from pairs of conditions designed to index perception of the lag sound as a separate source (lag sound not reported for the buildup context and reported for the depressed buildup context), recovery cycle effects (lag sound reported for both the single pair and depressed buildup conditions), and the combination of perception of the lag sound and recovery cycle effects (lag sound not reported for the buildup context and reported for the single pair condition) were entered in 2 (Condition) Â 3 (ACP electrode position) Â 3 (LMR electrode position) repeated-measures analysis of variances (ANOVAs) (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). All significant (p < 0.05) interactions of Condition and electrode position factors were followed by ANOVAs conducted separately for each level of the relevant electrode position factor.
III. RESULTS

A. Behavioral responses
An SOA was selected for each participant as falling between echo thresholds for the depressed buildup and buildup contexts. At this SOA, listeners reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source on a high percentage of single pair trials [mean (M) ¼ 83.5%, standard error (SE) ¼ 3.4] and depressed buildup trials (M ¼ 75.5%, SE ¼ 3.6) as shown in Fig. 2 . There was no statistical difference in the percentage of reported echoes for these two conditions. In contrast, listeners reported hearing the lag sound on a much lower percentage of buildup trials (M ¼ 18.2%, SE ¼ 2.7). These responses differed from those of both the single pair [t(17) ¼ 15.5, p < 0.001] and the depressed buildup conditions [t(17) ¼ 12.1, p < 0.001]. There was a great deal of inter-subject variability in the SOA at which these differences in responses were observed. On average, the SOA that fell most clearly between depressed buildup echo threshold and buildup echo threshold was 8 ms, but this value ranged from 3 to 14 ms across participants.
B. ERPs
The comparison of ERPs elicited by a test pair at a single SOA for each participant such that the lag sound was not reported for the buildup context and was reported for the depressed buildup context indexes perception of the lag sound as a separate source for physically identical stimuli. For both conditions, the average latency of the first positive peak (P1) was 63 ms, the first negative peak (N1) was 108 ms, and the second positive peak (P2) was 197 ms. All of these peaks were largest at anterior and central electrodes and, as expected, did not differ in latency across condition (p > 0.7).
There were no differences in P1 amplitude (30-80 ms) between the buildup and depressed buildup conditions. In contrast, mean amplitude between 100 and 250 ms did differ at some electrode positions [Condition Â ACP, F(2,34) ¼ 5.83, p < 0.05]. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3 , at anterior and central electrodes test clicks in the depressed buildup condition for which listeners reported hearing the lag sound elicited a larger negativity than identical test clicks in the buildup trials for which listeners reported not hearing the lag sound [F(1,17) ¼ 7.13, p < 0.01]. There was no evidence of a correlation between the size of the effect of context on behavioral responses (difference in number of trials on which the lag sound was reported following the depressed buildup and buildup contexts) and on ERP amplitude between 100 and 250 ms (p > 0.4). Between 250 and 500 ms, trials on which listeners reported hearing the lag sound in the depressed buildup condition resulted in a larger positivity over central and posterior electrodes compared to when they did not hear it in the buildup condition [Condition Â ACP, F(2,34) ¼ 5.81, p < 0.05; Condition Â ACP Â LMR, F(4,68) ¼ 3.80, p < 0.05; main effect of Condition at posterior and medial electrodes, F(1,17) ¼ 9.33, p < 0.01). Participants who showed a larger effect of context on behavioral responses also tended to show a larger amplitude ERP effect in this time window (Spearman's r ¼ 0.48, p < 0.05). However, these results must be interpreted with caution since participants who evidenced larger effects of context on behavioral responses necessarily had more trials averaged into each condition for ERP measurements.
Perception of two sound sources compared to one source can also be The refractory effects alone were indexed by comparing ERPs elicited in the single pair and depressed buildup conditions when perception of the test pair was identical (listeners reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source), but the sounds preceding the test pair differed (several clicks in depressed buildup condition, silence in the single pair condition). The difference waves for this comparison are shown in The above analyses compared electrophysiological responses to sounds presented in different contexts. Previous evidence showed differences in ERPs elicited by isolated click pairs near echo threshold in identical contexts when listeners report hearing and not hearing the lag sound (Sanders et al., 2008 ). In the current study, the context manipulations were effective enough that for the selected SOA, there were very few trials on which listeners reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source following the buildup context or not reporting the lag sound after the depressed buildup context. However, the range of SOAs employed for test trials did include sound pairs near depressed buildup echo threshold for 16 of the 18 participants. That is, it was possible to identify an SOA at which an individual reported hearing the lag sound on about half of the depressed buildup trials (range 40%-60%). As expected, this SOA was consistently shorter than that selected for the comparisons across contexts. Between 100 and 250 ms over anterior and central regions, test clicks in the depressed buildup condition elicited a larger negativity when participants reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source [Condition Â ACP, F(2,30) ¼ 8.03, p < 0.01; main effect of Condition at anterior and central electrodes, F(1,15) ¼ 4.52, p < 0.05]. However, there was no evidence of differences in ERPs between 250 and 500 ms for trials on which listeners did and did not report hearing the lag sound (p's > 0.60).
IV. DISCUSSION
These results provide evidence that both perceptual and later higher-level auditory processing are modulated by recent auditory experience that also influences the subjective perception of the number of sound sources in the precedence effect. As lead-lag pairs of clicks with a fixed onset asynchrony are repeated in a train, the perception of the lag sound fades away and the single remaining source is localized near the lead sound. In other words, the delay at which the lag sound is reported to be a separate source increases, which has been called the buildup of echo threshold (Freyman et al., 1991; Blauert and Col, 1992; Clifton et al., 1994; Grantham, 1996; Yost and Guzman, 1996) . To measure the electrophysiological   FIG. 3 . Event-related potentials time-locked to the onset of the lead sound for a single stimulus onset asynchrony for each participant when they reported hearing the lag sound on depressed buildup trials (gray) and when they reported not hearing the lag sound on buildup trials (black). Waveforms are shown for the 12 recording sites depicted on the electrode map. Topographic plots show the difference in amplitude (reported lag sound minus did not report lag sound) across all electrodes. The difference in amplitude between 100 and 250 ms over anterior regions is the ORN and between 250 and 500 ms over posterior regions is the late posterior positivity.
responses associated with the buildup of echo threshold, ERPs elicited by physically identical click pairs in conditions referred to as buildup and depressed buildup were compared. Both of these conditions included seven repetitions of the same lead-lag click pair (i.e., the buildup train) followed by an identical test pair. The depressed buildup trials began with an additional train of five single-source clicks presented from the leading loudspeaker only, prior to the buildup train. The initial series of single-source clicks lowered echo threshold (Freyman and Keen, 2006; Keen and Freyman, 2009 ) and continued to exert an influence over echo thresholds even after the buildup train had been presented. The reduction in echo threshold for the depressed buildup condition relative to the buildup condition provided an opportunity to study the physiology associated with the buildup of echo threshold without the confound of refractory effects because the stimuli presented in the last several seconds before the test pairs were identical for the buildup and depressed buildup trials. It was possible to identify a single lead-lag delay for each participant that was reported to be one sound source following the buildup context and two sound sources following the depressed buildup context. Differences in ERPs elicited by physically identical stimuli following the buildup and depressed buildup context were evident in two distinct time ranges. The earliest difference was an anterior and medial negativity 100-250 ms after sound onset when the test pair was presented following the depressed buildup context and listeners reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source compared to following the buildup context when listeners reported not hearing a sound FIG. 4 . Difference waves for two pairs of conditions. Perception of the lag sound as a separate source is indexed by the difference between trials on which listeners reported hearing the lag sound following the depressed buildup context and not hearing the lag sound following the buildup context (two sound sources À one sound source, black line). Refractory effects are indexed by the difference between trials on which listeners reported hearing two sound sources on the single-pair and depressed buildup trials (single pair minus preceding context, gray line). Waveforms are shown for the 12 recording sites depicted on the electrode map.
from the lag side. The negative difference was also evident in response to test pairs near depressed buildup echo threshold when listeners reported hearing compared to not hearing the lag sound. This ERP effect is similar in timing, distribution, and amplitude to that observed when participants report hearing two sound sources compared to one sound source for clicks near single-pair echo threshold in the precedence effect (Sanders et al., 2008) , when a mistuned harmonic which is not sufficient to produce perception of two simultaneous pitches is presented from a distinct location (McDonald and Alain, 2005) , and various acoustic manipulations that result in listeners hearing two simultaneous pitches compared to a single pitch (Alain et al., 2001; Alain et al., 2002; Alain and Izenbert, 2003; Dyson and Alain, 2004; Hautus and Johnson, 2005; Hiraumi et al., 2005; Chait et al., 2006) . This difference in ERPs observed when listeners perceive two compared to one auditory event, regardless of the feature that separates the two events (location or pitch) and whether perception is driven by physical differences in the stimuli or not, has been termed the ORN.
The disappearance of the ORN in the buildup of echo threshold provides objective electrophysiological data to augment the behavioral finding of raised echo thresholds following trains of repeated clicks. The modulation of echo threshold by previous experience has been interpreted as suggesting that listeners form models of an acoustic space when exposed to sound and make predictions about how direct and reverberant energy should behave in such a space (Freyman and Keen, 2006; Keen and Freyman, 2009) . To the extent that this hypothesis is correct, the electrophysiological data from the current study indicate that those models of acoustic space based on recent auditory experience also modulate perceptual processing as indexed by the ORN.
In addition to the ORN, click pairs presented in contexts that led participants to report hearing two compared to one sound source elicited a later posterior positivity. The same pattern of data was reported in studies that compared ERPs for sounds perceived as two compared to one simultaneously presented pitch (Alain et al., 2001; Alain and Izenbert, 2003; Dyson et al., 2005) . In these studies, the ORN was observed regardless of the task in which participants were engaged. In contrast, when attentional resources were fully occupied by a difficult visual n-back task, there was no evidence of the later positivity. In the current study, listeners were always asked to attend to the auditory stimuli and to make judgments about what they heard. This approach has the advantage of allowing for ERP analysis based on what individuals report hearing on each trial. However, it also means no direct attention manipulation can be made. The parallels in the current and previous studies predict that the ORN would be present regardless of task, consistent with the idea that it indexes automatic auditory object processing. In contrast, attention may be required in order for the later positivity to be evident, suggesting that this waveform deflection is more closely related to conscious perception of multiple sound sources or awareness of the second source when the task is to report hearing one or two sounds.
The timing and distribution of the posterior positivity further suggest that it may be related to the previously described P3 component (Squires et al., 1975; Roth et al., 1976; Donald and Little, 1981; Vogel et al., 1998) . Specifically, a P3 is typically only observed when participants are highly confident in their behavioral responses as measured by explicit confidence ratings or highly consistent performance (Squires et al., 1975) . In studies that manipulated the number of pitches participants reported by mistuning a harmonic (Alain et al., 2001; Dyson et al., 2005; McDonald and Alain, 2005) , the amount of mistuning was specifically selected based on consistent behavioral responses and the posterior positivity was evident. In the current study, the context manipulation was powerful enough that participants consistently (around 80%) reported hearing the lag sound as a separate source in the single pair and depressed buildup conditions and not hearing the lag sound in the buildup condition, and the posterior positivity was evident. Further, there were individual differences in the size of the context effect on behavioral responses and these differences were correlated with the amplitude of the late posterior effect. The same high level of consistency in behavioral responses was not observed for test clicks following the depressed buildup context at SOAs selected to be near each participant's echo threshold for that condition. When listeners reported hearing two sound sources, click pairs elicited an ORN but no late posterior positivity. This result parallels that reported previously (Sanders et al., 2008) ; single pairs near echo threshold elicit an ORN, but the amplitude differences between 250 and 500 ms are not statistically significant when listeners report hearing the lag sound on around half of the trials.
Auditory evoked potentials elicited by sounds that have been recently preceded by other similar sounds are smaller than those elicited by sounds presented in isolation (Woods and Courchesne, 1986; Coch et al., 2005) . These refractory effects last several seconds and are evident in the depressed buildup condition in which the test pair was preceded by seven repetitions of the same sound compared to the singlepair condition in which the test pair was presented in isolation. In the current study, the earliest refractory effects evident in the comparison of the depressed buildup and single pair conditions (80-130 ms) appear somewhat earlier in the waveform than the effects of perceiving the lag sound as a separate source evident in the comparison of the depressed buildup and buildup conditions (100-250 ms). The different but overlapping timing of these effects may reflect a distinction in the levels of auditory processing modulated by stimulus and top-down factors.
In summary, recent auditory experience that increases echo threshold and induces listeners to subjectively report hearing a single auditory event more frequently, the buildup of the precedence effect, also modulates auditory perception. Parallels with previous research suggest the processing differences indexed by the ORN are similar regardless of whether the perception of two sound sources is defined by location or pitch and whether the differences in perception are driven by subtle manipulations of the stimuli or complex models of room acoustics based on recent experience. Click pairs in contexts that led participants to report hearing two sound sources compared to one also elicited a later posterior positivity, which has been shown to be modulated by auditory attention in other studies. These findings are consistent with the idea that people use experience with sound to alter their acoustic model of a spatial environment. These models include predictions about how reflected energy should behave relative to direct energy from the sound source. The acoustic models and predictions not only influence listeners' subjective experience and reports of hearing the delayed energy as originating from a distinct location but also modulate neuroperceptual processing as indexed by ERPs.
